Mapping the representation of the visual field by electrical stimulation of human visual cortex.
Electrical stimulation of human visual cortex produces punctuate phosphenes in the visual field. This phenomenon, which is being explored as the basis for a visual prosthesis for the blind, also provides the first electrophysiological information about the retinocortical map in man. Stimulation of points clustered on the surface of the visual cortex produces phosphenes clustered in visual space. However, adjacent surface electrodes located on opposite sides of a sulcus can produce widely separated phosphenes, because the intervening cortex is buried and inaccessible to stimulation. Such electrodes can also produce multiple phosphenes by simultaneously stimulating both banks of the sulcus. Electrodes which are widely spaced on the brain can produce phosphenes close together in visual space providing they stimulate cortex corresponding to overlapping maps in areas 17 and 18. Analysis of the phosphene map indicates that successive stimulation of points further from the tip of the occipital pole produces phosphenes progressively more distant from the fixation point. Successive stimulation of points along the orthogonal dorsoventral dimension produces a progressive change in phosphene bearing. These results confirm the general view of cortical organization derived from field defect studies in man, and from anatomical and electrophysiological studies in monkeys, and provide a new tool for more detailed study of retinotopic projections in man.